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The 1959 crop season began with a deficiency of subsoil moisture,
and an unusually dry April. I4ay was a wet mpnth with the rainfall
totaling 3 to 5 inches in most areas. June, July, and part of
August were months of below average rainfall but September brought
2 or more inches above average.
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The temperatures in April and May were cooler than normal. June;.-
the last half of July, and August were very hot with an; average .t
of 2 to 5 degrees above normal temperatures. September vras cool '
with averages of to 3^ below normal. _ .
Note: This is a continuation of the Agronomj'- Department Pamphlet
series summarizing outlying field experiments. - Refer to ----—
Pamphlet #47 for introductory information and a report of
previous field studies.
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The assistance of the farm cooperators, Agricultural Research
Service, County Agents and Soil Conservation Service representat^es
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OUTLYING ,:E: Y PERIMENTS
WITH CORN
w - 1959
'i
Table 1. Effect of Time, Rate and S«urce of Nitrogen Application of Yield of
Com Grain, 1959
Bushels of #2 corn per acre
Kings- Brook- Kings- Turner
bury Co. ings Co. bury Co. Co.
Treatment Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site i
1. Control, blanket application of P 80.2 28.6 27.5 no
2. 40 lbs N/a. Calcium nitrate (fall) 81.9 3^.8 29.3 grain
3. 40 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (fall) 78.9 32.9 26.6 pro-
4. 40 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (spring) 8l.O 29.1 27.6 duced
5. 40 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (spring) 78.3 28.7 27.5
6. 80 lbs 1^/A. Calcium nitrate (fall) 83.6 30.8 27.5
7. 80 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (fall) 89.4 34.7 24.2
8. 80 lbs N/a. Calcium nitrate (spring) 82.1 2^.7 25.4
9. 80 lbs N/a. Ammonium Sulfate (spring) 83.4 34.1 24.8
10. 40 lbs n/a. .Calcium nitrate (sidedress) 79*3 39«4 29.8
11. 40 lbs n/a. Ammonium sulfate (sidedress) 78.3 32.8 28.4
12. 80 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate (sidedress) 84.8 35*4 29.6
13» 80 lbs n/a. Ammonium sulfate (sidedress) 84.3 34.9 30.1
14. Check 0-0-0 69.3 .34.1 31.5
L. S. D. at 5^ point ; 4.6 N.S. N.S.
Objective of experiment
1/ Compare the ammonium to the nitrate form of nitrogen for grain and forage
production
2. Determine the best time of nitrogen application - fall, spring, or sidedress.
3. Compare two rates of nitrogen application. ; ^ .
Description of soils ^ •
1. Site 1 was on a nearly level, well-drained loam devel'^ped from gla^'ial till
of the Mankato age. The plot was located about 4 miles northwest of De Smet.
2. Site 2 was a gently sloping Vienna loam developed from glacial till of the
Tazewell drift sheet. The location was 2|- miles north and j mile west of
White.
3. Site 3 was on gently sloping topography and developed from stratified silts
and clays of the Gary glacial drift sheet. The locatioh^was ab^ut 1^ miles
north and 1 mile east of Arlington# The soil type was Sinai silty clay loam.
4. Site 4 was a well-drained soil developed in silts on nearly lev6l topography.
The location was -I* mile north and 1 mile east of Centerville.
Cropping history and oast management
All locations were intensively cultivated and for several years prior to 1959
only soil depleting crops had been planted. No commercial fertilizer and
very limited amounts of manure had been used.
Discussion and interpretation of results
A blanket application of phosphorus was applied on all plots except number 14.
Drouth severly limited yields at sites 2, 3 and 4 and masked any possible
fertilizer effect. The drouth was so severe at site 4 that no grain was pro
duced. At site 1 there was a little better distribution of rainfall and the
subsoil had 6^ to 10^ more water at the beginning of the season than the other
locations As a result, corn yields were much more favorable and a highly
significant increase in yield was obtained on the fertilized plots.
********.
Table 2# Effect of Source of Nitrogen, Time and Rate of Application on Corn
Stover Yield 1959
Tons of Air Dried Corn Stover Per Acre
Kings-
bury Co.
Site 1
1.76
1.68
1.82
1.96
1.83
Brookings Kings- Turner
Treatment
Control, blanket application of P
40 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (fall)
40 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (fall)
40 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (spring)
40 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (spring)
6. 80 lbs N/a. Calcium nitrate (fall) 2.01
7. 80 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (fall) 2.02
8. 80 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (spring) 1.94
9. 80 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (spring) 1.87
10. 40 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (sidedress)1.72
11. 40 lbs N/A.Ammonium sulfate (sldedress) 1.79
12. 80 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate (sidedress) 1.71.
13. 80 lbs-N/A.Ammonium sulfate (sidodress) 1.83
14. Oieck" 0-0-0 1.58
L.S.D. 5^ point
Co. bury Co. Co.
Site 2 Site 3 Site 4
1.15 1.22 1.32'
1.18 1.38 1.12
1.15 1.31 1.16"
1.11 1.39 1.23
1.06 1.36 1.10
1.14 1.45 1.12
1.14 1.30 1.12
1.11 1.39 1.39
1.31 1.40 1.01
0.98 1.34 1.13
1.04 1.32 1.12
1.17 1.47 1.45
.1,09-. , L.25—. • 4.14
0.92 1.19 ' ; 1.-26 '
N.S. N.S. ^''n.s.
.'.-cv •
The stover yields listed in table 2 were taken from the corresponding treatments
in the experiments discussed in table 1.
There appeared to be a small increase in stover yields on the fertilized plots
but it was not significant at the 5^ confidence level.
Table 3. Effect of Source of Nitrogen, Time and Rate of Application on % Protein
in Corn Grain and Stover, Site 1, Kingsbury Co. 1959 •
Treatment
Control, blanket application of P
40 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (f^ll)
40 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (fall)
40 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (spring)
40 lbs n/A. Ammonium sulfate (spring)
80 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (fall)
80 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (fall)
80 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (spring)
80 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (spring)
40 lbs n/A. Calcium nitrate (sidedress)
^Protein % Protein
In Grain {1) In Stover (l)
ijifC'XCI
h" rsi
v>03ub
rfnnxe
11. 40 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (sidedress)
12. 80 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate (sidedress)
13. 80 lbs N/a. Ammonium sulfate (sidedress)
14. Check 0-0-0
-IdsT
(1) Protein was calculated by multiplying the per cent N x 6.25
The per cent protein in the grain and stover was calculated from the plots dis
cussed under table 1 and the results from site 1 are presented in table 3.
Note the increase in protein content in the corn grain from the fertilized V'
plots. In the corn stover from the fertilized plots, there was a spectacular'
increase in per cent protein. -
********
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Table 4.. Effect pf Differnt Corn Hybrids and Plant Populations on Yield of "^
#2 Corn (in bu/acre) ;
Pioneer 377A
Sokota 604
Pioneer 349
Sokota 270
Funk G-llA
Pfister 234
Funk G-75-A
De Kalb 414
Hybrid
Average
14,520 19,360 , 23,000
plants/A. plants/A. plants/A. Average
46.9 49.2 45.0 • • 47.1
' 42.8 51.2 •39.0' • ' 44.3
- 41.8 50.5 . 40.1 43.8
45.6 40.9 44.6 43.7
46.2 38.9 38.7 41.3
42.0 39.8 39.7 40.5
48.8 32.2 33.3 38.1
41.2 33.7 33.5 36.1
44.3 42.0 39.2 41.9
.5- . j to..gwi:t? J.dO
Objectives of experiment ' - , ' > < .'io Ocjso aru- j^.ib X
• , • : •'['••'y c ;"x cw::;.c;oi?V\;p ^riV, r;T'~'
1* To determine the way in which corn hybrids respond to increased population
levels. ' ' -- .
2. To determine any. interaction that may exist between hybrids and populations-
Description of soil and location
1. Beotia Silt Loam - a well-drained friable soil on nearly level positions,
developed from lake-laid silts. The experiment was located on the Redfield
Irrigation Farm.
Discussion and interpretation of results - —
Fertilizer was applied on the experimental site at the rate of 150 pounds of
nitrogen per acre and disked in prior to planting. The, corn was planted on May
19 and thinned to the desired population levels on June 18.
Moisture stress developed early in the season and lack of irrigation water pre
vented adequate irrigation of the experimental plots. \Sields were extremely
variable within the experiment due to the inadequate coverage of the plots when
they were irrigated. Periodic high winds and temperatures caused high evapora
tion rates and reduced the effectiveness of the seasonal.rainfall.
Under the conditions of this experiment it was not established that any hybrid
was superior or that yield was affected by thickness of stand.
***** * * tvlJCv
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Table 5. Effect of N P K and Minor Elements on Yield of Corn 1959 '
Treatment lbs/A.
N P2O5 KgO
Bushels of #2 Corn
per acre
1. 40 20 0 22.4
2. 40 20 20 25.3
3. 40 40 20 • • : • 27.5
.._.4. ' "40 ,10 • 20 .-r—--' 25.8
5, •40 20 10 .i 22.7
6; •40 20 40 • 23.7
7. 40 0 • 20 ; r; - •
♦ f - 19.1
" 8. •'0 0 0 25.7
9. 40 0 0 • • --r';.- •• r ...,23,7
100 Ihs/k* of sulfur as flowers of sulfur to the soil "•
'24 lbs/A. of sulfur as calcium sulfate to the soil
.48 lbs/A. of sulfur as calcium sulfate to the soil
200 lbs/A. of sulfur as flowers of sulfur to the soil
.03 Normal sulfuric acid as foliar spray '
.3 Normal sulfuric acid as ground spray •' •
0 0 0 v.
Mixture of minor elements as foliar spray
Chelated zinc as foliar spray
Chelated iron as foliar spray
Chelated zinc as foliar spray + 6-24-0 on the soil -
0 0 0
r^7.2
'27.4
22 ;7
-•23 .-3
•24.3
' 28.3
22.0
Objective of experiment
1. To determine the cause of varied nutrient deficiency symtoms-and poor growth
of corn that developed in a field that was preceded by fallow,
Description of soil and location
1. Lamoure silty clay loam - a somewhat poorly drained soil developed in alluvium
on the Big Sioux River bottom. The location was the of the NE-?- of Sec. 28
R49 TllO Brookings County about 2 miles east of Brookings.
Cropping history and past management .. ^ : i
Treatment
1. Conventional Spray
2. Conventional No Spray
3. Mulch planted Spray
4. Mulch-planted No Spray
Hard ground listed Spray
6. Hard ground listed No Spray
7. Wheel-track planted Spray
8. Wheel-"firaqk planted No Spray
The land was fallowed in 1957 and again in 1958. ,
Discussion and interpretation of results
It was suprising to see what appeared to be nutoMent deficiency symptoms in a corn
field that was preceded by 2 years of fallow. Moisture was not a limiting factor
and there was no visible accumulation of salts in the upper part of the soil
profile. Leaf analyses were made in an attempt to detect any possible nutrient
deficiency. Several combinations of commercial fertilizer and minor elements
were applied. For the first 9 treatments listed, the fertilizer was applied
near the hill with a hand applicator one month after corn came up.
No positive results were obtained with any of the treatments. There was an
indication, however, that the spray containing iron may have been beneficial
under these circumstances. Oats, in 1960, followed the corn.
The oats crop was exceptionally good. No differences due to previous treatments
could be observed at anytime during the season. The oats were not harvested
for yields. The lack of response to fertilizer nutrients by the corn, together
with the excellence of the following oat crop w^uld indicate that the problem
is one of. toxi.city rather, .than DutrieQt...deficien.cy,.....One. thegry, advanced, in
this regsurd is that of. nitrate toxicity,
— .*******•*
Table 6. Effect of Minimum Tillage Methods and Pro-emergence Spray on Yield
of Corn 1959
Bushels of U2 Corn Per Acre
Site 1 Site 2
Following Following
Corn Small Grain
43.5 32,3
29.4 24.0
31.3 . • 17.2
18.4. 12.2
46.8^ . ' 18.4
44.2 . , \ • i7.1
40.1 31,9
32.2 29.1
•Mr (Y:-
t »<•>
. • • • .• I,:-. r;EJj:ciua roISevii^^do
Objectives of experiments •/; . vjo7. lo'
. • . •. •• '. • ^ , •; ,' £0'-no ••
!• Evaluate different methods of minimum tillage. ' , tl .
2. Determine effectiveness of siraazine as a pre-emergence spray.
Description of soil and location c"
Experiment 1 - Lismore silty clay loam - a moderately well-drained soil
developed from clay loam glacial till.
Experiment 2 - Vienna loam - the well-drained catenal associate of the
Lismore.
/ibncc-. , . t. .. i.'; i
The location of the experiments was 2^ miles north of White. •>va
Cropping history and past management
The first experiment (on corn ground) was on a soil high in fertility due to
, numerous applications of manure. It was the 2nd crop after plowing under grass
sod. The second experiment (on stubble ground) was on a soil low in available
phosphorus. Corn and small grain was the cropping seguence with no legumes or
commercial fertilizer used for 5 years prior to the experiment.
Discussion and interpretation of results
The conventional method consisted of plowing, disking, dragging and planting
with a surface planter. Mulch planting was accomplished with a machine that
worked up only a narrow band of soil where the seed was planted. Wide sweeps
that penetrated about 3 inches below the soil surface provided for some till
age between the strips. Hard ground listed corn was planted with a lister with
no preceding seed bed preparation. Wheel-track planted corn was planted vath
a conventional surface planter in fresh plowing in the track of the tractor.
No disking or dragging preceded the planter.
Simazine was applied in a 13-inch band over the corn rows as a pre-emergence
spray. The rate of application was 2 lbs. of active ingredient per acre of
area actually covered by the spray.
On July 1 there was approximately 2^o more subsoil moisture at site 1 than at
site 2. This would amount to roughly 1/3 inch more, per foot depth of soil.
The minimum tillage methods were very successful on site 1 except for the mulch
planting method. Difficulty in controlling weeds was primarily responsible
for the lower yields with this method. Note the low yields in treatment 4
where no pre-emergence spray was applied.
At site 2, 35 lbs. of Nand 20 lbs. of ^9^5 acre were applied on the soil
surface on all plots before any tillage was performed. The hard ground listing
made a poor showing because the fertilizer was pushed up to the center between
the rows where it was primarily unavailable to the corn roots. The lister
planter placed the corn about 6 inches deep^- a depth where the soil test in
dicated the available phosphorus to be about $ that of .the surface 6 inches.
The surface 6 inches tested in the low phoSphete rangfe.
A latter observation substantiated these facts. Nearly every corn seedling in
300 linear feet of row showed purplish discoloration. As a result of this com
bination of adverse circumstances the corn yield on the hard ground listed plots
was low.
Yields in the mulch planted plots at site 2 were low because of difficulties en
countered in cultivation and control of weeds. The surface mulch of plant re
sidues was mixed with the soil by a disk-type cultivator in an attempt to con
trol the weeds.
The wheel-track planting method was successful and resulted in some measure of
weed control with the more persistent weeds as quackgrass and thistles.
Simazine was an effective aid in controlling weeds in the row under the climatic
conditions of 1959. The sprayed plots gave highly significant yield increases
over the unsprayed plots.
******** u •
Table 7. Effect of Starter Fertilizer on Yield of Corn 1959 '
Treatment lbs/A. . % Moisture Bushels of #2 Corn
N P20^ K^O in ears at harvest per acre
11 48 10 25.9 34.5 ,
11 48 0 27.2 - 34.4 '^
11 48 20 27.7 , ^ 31.7
5.5 24 . 10 27.5 30.1
11 100 0 (Cal. phos.) 26.7 r'"' " 29.8
5.5 24 0 27.5 . 29.7
5.5 24 20 28.1 ! , u' ' 28.3 ' '
0 0 0 27.6 28.4 '
L. S. D. at 5% point 3,6 , ,
Objective of experiment ^
1. To see if a small amount of starter fertilizer will increase corn yield. '
2. Will starter fertilizer get corn i^ff to a faster start and earlier maturity.
Description of soil and location
1. Vienna loam - a well-drained soil developed from Tazewell'drift. Location'
- 22" miles north and ^ mile vyest of White. ,
Disc oion and interpretation of results
The fertilizers were applied in the hill after the corn had emerged with a hand .
driven oscillating shuttle type applicator.
Yield increases in some df the fertilized plots were highly significant over
that of the check plot. Fertilizer treatments Had little effect on per cent
of moisture in ears a-t harvest under the condition of this expcrimeuL.
^ UTLYING EX PERI MEN T S ......
" -• WITH OATS 1959 r ta<>,„tseaT
Table 8, Effect of Fertilizer Rates and Ratios on Yield of Oats 1959
Treatment lbs/A• Yield in Bushels Per Acre
Bennett Co. Bennett Co.
N K 0 Rosebud Loam Keith Silt Loam
2 5 2
0 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
20 20 0
20 40 0
40 40 0
0 40 0
0 0 40
60 40 0
Objective of experiment
1. Determine l^e yield response of oats to different fertilizer rates
and ratios an 2 representative soil types in Bennett Co. - .
Description of soils and location cnii'19'i .1
1. Rosebud loam - a well-drained residual soil developed from limy sandstones.
Location fbout, 8 miles west of Martin.
2. jj^eith silt'^oM - a well-drained r^utral silt loam developed from calcare
ous loess o1?er4ying Tertiary sandstones and silt stones. Location about
6 lailps south\«<^st of Martin.
Cropping history and past management
iba «
A predgminanoe of fertility depleting grain crops were planted at these sites
with very limited use of manure, legumes or commercial fertilizer.. -
Discussion and interpretation of results t;.
At the Rosebud site there were no significant differences in yield'due tp
fertilizer treatments. '
On the Keith site there was a decrease in oats yield associated with nitrogen
applications. This was significant at the 1^ confidence level. .
Another field trial was performed in Bennett Go.- on!Keith silt loam. The
location was approximately 6 miles southeast of Martin. The amount of grain
that developed was too small to warrant sampling. Apparently there were no ^
differences in yield due to fertilizer treatments.
ii: nangxJiil .ayrodqaodq to
Table 9, Effect of Fertilizer Rates and Ratios on Yield of Wheat 1959
Yield in Bushels Per Acre
+ IK /a Wheat S. Wheat • S. V\!heat"*"'s. Wheat Winter WheatTreatrnent Perkins Perkins Harding Harding Bennett Co.
" 25 2 Site 1 Site 2 Site 1 Site 2
Objective of experiments
1. Determine'the yield responses to different fertilizer rates and ratios on re
presentative soil types in Perkins, Harding and Bennett Counties.
Description of soils and location , v
1. Perkins Co. site 1 - a well-drained sandy loam soil loc^jjed abou^ Sj? miles
west of Lemmon. "
2. Perkins Ck). site 2 - Grail siIty clay loam - a well-drained soil developed in
local alluvium. Location - north of the Lemmon airport runway.
3.' Hardinrg Co. site 1 - Morton silt loam - a well-drained residual soil developed
from upper cretaceous sediments. Location - about 6 miles north of Ralph.
4. Harding Co. site 2 - Morton silt loam - a well-drained residual soil developed
from upper cretaceous sediments. Location . about 6 miles; northwest o.f, R^
5. Bennett, Go. - the experimental site was located about 6 miles southwest; of
Martin.-:^ ^
Croppinq history and past manaqement I.,. ' y.:-!2Z-. I:/•. ''.y'K--.
Summer fallow.preceded .the wheat. Minimyi]^ use hiad been, made of. fertility improving
practices on Sll sites.
Discussion and interpretation of results
There were 2 additional field trials with wheat not listed in table 9. Both were
located in Corson Co. One of them v<as located -J- mile east of Thunder Hawk and the
other one was ^ lidles west of Mclntosh. Too little grain developed to.-warrant
sampling. Apparently there were no differences in yield due to fertilizer treat
ments.^
At site 2 in Harding Co. there was a marked increase in yield with the application
of phosphorus. Nitrogen alone did not raise the yield over the check.-.•
In Bennett Co. the nitrogen and phosphorus supply in the soil was evidently
sufficient to meet the requirements of the crop at the 24-26 bushel level
which was imposed by the climatic conditions.
At the other 3 sites the yields were limited by the, low supply of soil
moisture or weeds and were not influenced by the fertilizer treatments.
********
OUTLYING EXPERIME NTS
WITH BARLEY 195 9
Table 10. Effect of Phosphorus Carriers and Rates of Application on Yield
of Barley in Brookings Co. 1959
Treatment*
1. Monocalciura phosphate
2. Calcium metaphosphate
3. Dicalcium phosphate
4. Nitrogen at 60 lbs of N/A*
5. Check
Yields in bushels per acre
30 lbs P,
applied
60 lbs P 0.
applied
* 60 lbs. of nitrogen was applied on all plots except the check plot.
Table 11. Effect of Phosphorus Carriers and Rates of Application on the
Phosphorus Content of Barley Grain Brookings Co. 1959
Per Cent Total Phosphorus Per Cent Phosph-
orus from fert
ilizer **
Treatment
1. Monocalcium phosphate
2. Calcium metaphosphate
3. Dicalcium phosphate
4. Nitrogen at 60 lbs. of N/A.
5. Check
in Barley Grain
30 lbs. P^O^ 60 Ibs.P^O^ 30 lbs. 60 lbs.
applied
P 0 P 0applied *^2'̂ 5 2^5
applied applied
46.2
62.4
45.1
68.8
73.5
48.9
** Measured as radio active phosphorus* X
Objective of experiment
1. To determine which of the three carriers was the most efficient source of
phosphorus for increasing barley yields and total phosphorus content in grair
Description of soil and location
1. Vienna loam -'a we11-drained soil dev^lopfed'in glacial till of the Tazewell
age. The experimental site was on gently sloping topography. Location -
1 mile west of White and 2^ north. ^
The information given in tables 10 and 11 are from 1 experiment.
roppinc >ry anc manaqemei
This land was broken out of virgin sod about 15 years ago. Since that time small
grains and flax were the major crops.
Discussion and interpretation of results
Nitrogen alone did not increase the yields of barley. Phosphorus alone gave
significant yield increases with all 3 carriers at the 60-lb/A. application
rate and also at the 30-lb/A. rate when monocalcium phosphate was the carrier.
The heavier rate of phosphorus did not give significant increases in yields over
the 30-Ih rate in the cases of monocalcium phosphate and calcium metaphosphate.
The yields were small due to the adverse climatic conditions.
For increasing the total phosphorus content of the grain (table 11), mono
calcium phosphate and calcium metaphosphate were the two most efficient
sources of phosphate.' The phosphorus content of-the grain was increased more
by the 60-lb. rate than by the 30-lb. rate vdth all three carriers.
At the 60-lb. rate of application, calcium metaphosphate and monocalcium
phosphate furnished approximately three fourths and two thirds of the total
phosphorus respectively. The dicalcium phosphate, at this rate, furnished
on^ygbout^gne. half pi, the total, phosphorus, foupdioihe grain,.
• '• '• •• • ...
********
Table 12. Effect of'ipertiiizer Rates and Ratios on Yield of Barley, in
Bennett CO".• 1959 - " • • '' •
Treatment lbs/A. *
r w 0 0 - V- . 0
. 20 0 0 '
-40 0 0 '5-'-
' 60 0- 0 -
^'20 20- 0 '̂CC
'20 40- • 0
40 40 0
• *0 40 •
0 0 40
60 40 0
w. .f, •*- ' i .t 1 1' ,S' '1/ij
.> rrot1i',' xDi'•.'jrevirki • .1-
Yield 5n Bushels Per Acre
Gosuen silt loam Loamy sand
(no soil name avail,
able)
34
20 . • I
36 •, • 3-
46 . --V-. •"•,3
"26. 0;; ..c -3. ;
28 2
32 3
26 . -4;„
13- • 3 •
45 3
''CT
Objective of experiments
1, To determine the yield response of barley to different fertilizer rates
and ratios on 2 representative soil types in Bennett Co.
Description of soils and location
1. Goshen silt loam - a well-drained soil developed on fans or other local
alluvial positions. Location - about 4 miles northwest of Swett.
2. A loamy sand located 2 miles southwest of Harrington.
Croppinq history and past management
• >tct
1. The cropping sequence followed at both sites was usually summer fallow,
wheat, small grain with very limited use of fertility improvement
practices.
• •I'cqsiS
Discussion and interpretation of results - r-r:];
The nitrogen and phosphorus content of the soil was sufficient to meet
the plant requirements under the climatic and other conditions of these
experiments. rsL
OUTLYING E X P ERIMENTS
W I T H A L F A L F A A N D
NATIVE GRASSES 1959
r n tosqS ¥rfoR
Table 13. Effect of Fertilizer Rates and Ratios on Yield of Alfalfa-Brome
Hay ynder Irrigation in Brookings Co. 1959
Treatment lbs/A.
N P 0
2 5 ¥
1. 0 0 0
2. 0 80 0
3. 0 8# 320
4. 0 80 160
5. 0 80 80 ,
6. 0 20 80 '
7. 0 160 80
8. 0 0 80
9. 0 40 80
10. 0 80 40
Yield in pounds per acre
1st cutting 2nd cutting Total
.vf";' r *
J a ^ **• 1 • 'A ,r/ .
« ii J fl dOTi t
1155 519 1674
1721 559 2280
1814 995 2809
1715 917 2632
1698 574 2272
1409 -669. 2078
1824 ''886' 2710
1321 ' '• 591 1912
1927
..iri.:
789 2716
1385 583 1968
Objectives of experiment ^ r / •osl
1. Determine effect of phosphorus and potash fertilizers on the production
of alfalfa. { -
2. Obtain yield data for soil test correlation. • V pnlqqoro vhl
-••xew /ioar-s'sp aviJsn
Description of soil and location
Volga loam - a somewhat poorly drained bottom land soil with about 40 inches
of alluvium overlying gravel. Location •• NE:^ of of Sec. 15 R50 T109
(about 6 miles southwest of Brookings).
CroDoina historv and past management
This experiment was established on an irrigated area that showed extreme
potash deficiency symptoms on corn in 1958. The corn was planted in 60-
inch rows and the alfalfa-brome was planted between the rows in the suinmer
of 1958. The land was irrigated in the fall of 1958 and whenever it was
needed thereafter.
Discussion and interpretation of results
The alfalfa-brome stand was scxnewhat uneven^ however, the data indicated a
strong response to phosphorus and a moderate response to potash when applied
separately. When the two elements were combined, very favorable yield
increases were obtained. . . -
****.****
Table 14. Effect of Row Spacings on the Seed Production of Two Native
Grasses in 1959
Row Spacing
9 inches
18 inches
36 inches
Yield in pounds per acre
Slender Vilheat Western Wheat Average
Average • - .94. - -.93..
Objectives of experiment
1. To test the seed yielding capacity of two native grasses and "^o compare
their adaptability for irr^ated seed production. '
2. To study the effects of row spacing upon giass seed production.
3# To determine the effects of nitrogen fertilization upon grass seed
production. No nitrogen was applied in 1959. Different rates of nitro
gen were applied in 1960 on the stands already established and the re
sults are discussed with the 1960 experiments.
4. To determine the interaction of species, row spacing and nitrogen fertil
ity.
Description of soil and location
1. Beotia silt loam - a well-drained soil developed in lake-laid silts. 0.
Location - Redfield Irrigation Farm.
Croppinq historv and past management
The cropping history at this location was alfalfa in 1954, 1955, and 1956.
The native grasses were planted in June 1957.
Discussion and interpretation of results
The seed yields were taken in 1959. Due to adverse climatic conditions and
lack of irrigation water, no significant differences in seed yields were
obtained.
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Table 15. Influence of Time, Rate and Source of Nitrogen Application on , _
Yield of Corn Grain 1960 -an
e3 .:'/a
Treatment
Bushels of n2 Corn Per Acre
Union Lincoln Coding- Roberts
Co. Co. ton Co. Co,
Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4
1. Control, blanket application of P 102.9 71.6
2. 40 lbs JM/A. Calcium nitrate (fall) 100.3 79.9
3. 40 lbs N/A.Ammonium sulfate (fall) 99.4 77.5
4. 40 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (spring) 104.0 78.9
5. 40 lbs N/a. Ammonium sulfate (spring) 106.3 71.3
59.6
63.2
49.7
58.8
54.0
54.4
61.1
54.5
54.3
55.3
60.9
50.2'
56.0
50.8
6. 80 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (fall) 118.0 75.6
7. 80 lbs N/a. Ammonium sulfate (fall) 104.7 75.4
8. 80 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate (spring) 101.6 75.6
9. 80 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate (spring) 106.0 75.9
10. 40 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate
(sidedress) 115.4 80i0
11. 40 lbs N/A. Ammonium sulfate '
(sidedress) ^ 105.1 80.0
12. 80 lbs N/A. Calcium nitrate ...
(sidedress) ,107.8 81.8
13. 80 lbs N/A. Anmoniiiim.lsulfatef, :,v '
(sidedress) 111.8 81.9
14. Check OO-O 106.2 73.6
57.2 63.3
• i
;lc
- 61.0 57.1
3 ad
56.0 57.0 , -sJ
^ 63.1
58.2
57.5
48.4
Jon
, 8.5 6.9 9.8 , 6.2
i C> c 41*.' i.,'
L.S.D. At ,5% point .
Objectives of experiments
1. Compare the nitrate to the ammonium form of .nitrogen.
nJniiiq aioO
ion
2. Compare fall applitations to spring and sidedress application^'*'""^
3. Compare rates of nitrogen application for increasing corn yields.
Description of soils and location
OOO^c;
000,3
000
Site 1 - Moody silt loam - a well-drained soil on gently sloping topography vi ,
developed in post lowB.n loess. Location - near Alcester. / .i :
Site 2 - Trent silty clay loam - a moderately well-drained Soil located oni' ' '
nearly level topography, developed from post lowan loess. Location - south ;
of Sioux Falls. . - .
Site 3 - a gently sloping Kranzburg silt loam developed in post Tazewell loess.
Location - north of Vrfatertown.
Site 4 - Developed on nearly level Mankato glacial till.: Location - northeRCt
of Sisseton. r- :
Sites 2, 3 and 4 were cropped to corn and small grain with a minimum use of soil
fertility building practices. The fertility at Site 1 was kept at a high level
by the use of legumes and manure.
Discussion and interpretation of results
A blanket application of phosphorus was applied to all plots except number 14
at each location.
Site l --Yields were high, rainfall was abundant and 10 to 12 bushels represents
the'maximum increase in yield realized for fertilization. This soil was
evidently high in fertility resulting from the use of legumes and manure.
No manure was applied for 3 years prior to the experiment, however, and
alfalfa was piovved under more than 5 years previous to the corn experiment.
Site 2 - The 4 sidedressed plots ranked 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th in yield of
all treatments. The sidedressing operation on all locations was completed
early' - the last week in June, before the corn was knea high.
Site 3 - None of the treatments significantly increased the yield over the
check plot.
Site 4 - The 4 sidedressed plots again ranked high in comparison to the
other treatments.
All sites - There was no consistant advantage in favor of either source of
nitrogen. The sidedressed applications appeared to be more favorable for
increasing yields than fall or spring applications. 80-lbs. of nitrogen seldom
significantly increased yield over the 40-lb. rate when comparisons were made
between similar times of application and similar sources of nitrogen.
Yields of stover were taken for all treatments and at all 4 sites listed in
table 15. Analysis of variance indicated that the fertilizer treatments did
not significantly influence the yield of stover at any of the 4 sites.
•*• * * * * • -
Table 16. Effect of Different Plant Populations and Fertilizers on Yield of
Corn 1960
Corn plants Treatment lbs/A.
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
Yield in bushels of #2 corn/A.
Brookings Co. Codington Co Grant Co.
Objectives of experiments
1. Determine the best fertilizer and plant population combination for -" '̂̂ ''
maximum yields.
Description of soils and location
1. Brookings Co. Kranzburg silt loam - a well-drained soil developed in loess
overlying glacial till. Location - 8 miles north and -I- mile west of
Brookings.
2. Codington Co., Kranzburg silt loam - the soil characteristics are similar
to the site in Brookings Co. Location - approximately 5 miles northeast
of Watertown. i ' - •
3. Grant Co., Barnes loam - a well-drained soil developed' in till of Mankato
age. Location - approximately 4 miles northwest of Milbank.
Discussion and interpretation of results
At all 3 locations, the average yield decreased as the populations were in-
creased. With 16,000 plants per acre, corn yields were not always increased
by applying the heavier rates of nitrogen.'
At the 12,000 rate, the fertilizers applied did not increase the corn yield
over the check.
With 8,000 plants per acre, 120 lbs. of nitrogen per acre did not increase yields
over the plots receiving the 40-lb. rate.
******** - i ,
byijxoqs
Table 17. Effect of Starter Fertilizer on Yield of Corn 1960
Treatment • Lake Co. Kingsbury Co. Codington Co.
Broadcast
lbs/A.
Starter
lbs/A.
Water Bu/A.of % Water Bu/A.of % Water
#2 Corn in ears #2 Corn in ears #2 Corn in ears
Objectives of experiments
37,9
40.4
36.4
50
45
49
47
40.7
42.6
41.4 33
49.9
51.5
48.8
50.7
1. Will a starter fertilizer increase the yield of corn and reduce the per cent
of moisture in ears at harvest?
Description of soils and locations
1. Lake County, Poinsett silt loam - a well-drained soil developed from silty
Cary drift. Location - about 5 miles east of Madison (mi of Sec. 12 T106
R52).
2. Kingsbury Co. - same soil as described above. Location - approximately 12
miles southwest of Arlington of See. 4 T109 R53).
3* Codington Co. - Kranzburg silt loam - a well-drained soil developed in.
loess overlying till
(Sec. 36 T117 R52).
Location - about 4 miles §ast of Wacertov.n
r.dO
Cropping history and past management
ndjpnixm
1. Lake Co. site - red clover hay in 1955 followed by corn, oats, beans,
corn. No manure or commercial fertilizer was used in the past 6 years. r
2. Kingsbury Co. site - alfalfa was plovjed up about 12 years prior to 1960.
Corn and oats were the major grain crops with no manure or commercial
fertilizer used. . ..
' - • '' ^
3. Codington Co. site - corn for silage in 1956 and 1957, oats in 1958 and
1959. No oats grain was produced 1959 because of drought. No manure or
commercial fertilizer .were used in the past 6 years. > £
Discussion and interpretation of results
At the Lake Co. site, the starter fertilizer treatment did not increase tHe-^-~
corn yield. Moisture in ears at.harvest appeared to be a little less where
the starter fertilizer was applied. Sixty pounds of nitrogen broadcast at
time of planting did not increase the corn yield either.
At the Kingsbury Co. site, there was a small increase in yield in the plots
receiving the starter treatment but it was not quite significant at the
5% confidence level. Moisture in ears at harvest was slightly less in the ^
corn from those plots receiving the starter.
The Codington Co. site showed a decrease in yield of #2 corn in plots re- ^
ceiving a starter fertilizer regardless of whether supplemental nitrogen was
applied or not. Drought was severe and yields were low at this site. The
corn was harvested early so that the cooperator could cut it for silage.
Note the high ear moisture percentages. Here again there was slightly less' -
moisture in ears at harvest v&iere the starter fertilizer vjas applied..
********
Table 18. Minimum Tillage Experiment With Corn 1960
Method of ^ Spray
planting Treatment
1. Conventional Simazine
2. Conventional No Spray
3. Plow plant — — ^ Simazine '*
4. Plow plant No Spray
5. Hard ground listed . Simazine
6. Hard ground listed 'Vi- ' No Spray re:
7 • Whee1-track Simaz ine • ^ b :«XBci j r
8. Wheel-track No Spray
#2 Corn in
bu/A.
73.9
70.9
73.8
68.7
52.7
37.4
76.6
68.1
viioetdO
•I. X i.. .1
Objectives of experiment'
1. Evaluate different methods of minimum tillage.
ii? V'i ox&J ,X
2. Determine effectiveness of simazine as a pre-emergence spray^ - f
Description of soil and location ^ ••'JX ^ o'ii^rdO
1. Brookings silty clay loam - a moderately well-drained soil developedj yT .1
from glacial till. Location - 2^ miles north of Brookings* Jcii;
ind past manaqemeni '•b^-oT
Corn and small grain was the cropping sequence v4t^ small grain grown in
1959. .This site has had several recent applications of manure.
Discussion and interpretation of results . . - ; I , /
The plow-plant was a method substituted for the mulch-plant method used in 19S9,
(see table 6). It consisted of a John Deer Uni-planter bolted onto a 3 bottom
Ford plow. • • : :
.No fertilizer was applied at this site because of the high level of soil -i
fertility already present and because of the difficulities arising from j;n
placement problems encountered in previous years.
Simazine (80^ active ingredient) was sprayed in a 13-inch band over the corn
rows at a rate of 3 lbs. of active ingredient per acre of ground actually
covered by the spray.
The yield from hard ground listed plots was sharply reduced especially where
no pre-emergence spray was used. The yields from the other 2 minimum tillage
methods compared very favorably with those of the conventional plow-disk-dxag-
plant method. '•
In general, the more "minimum" the tillage, the more'!haximum" the need for oi
the spray treatment.
********
Table 19. Response of Corn Hybrids to Variation in. Riant Populations in
Bu. of #2 Corn Per Acre 1960 -—
10,000 14,520 19,360
Hybrid Plants/A. Plants/A. Plants/A.. ; Average
1. Sokota' 420 91,1 100.4 96.6 96.0 ♦ 1.
2. DeKalb 410 85.4 93.0 103.6 c. 94.0
3. Sokota 604 88.9 94.6 98.2 93.9 . V;
4. Pfister 62 84.6 92.7 V 97.5 91.6 » b
5. Funk O-VSA 87.3 89.8 • 96.0 91.0 . d
6. Pioneer 377A. 83.5 94.2, : 94.4 90.7 . T
7. Sokota 270 85.8 88.7 96.7 90.4
8. Pioneer 349 86:i 90.0 • 91. r " • 89.1
9. DeKalb; 414. 80.2 • 90.4 95.4
.7 .-,'„
10. Pfister 234 86.1. :• 84.8 89.4 • 86.8 , X
11. Funk G-24A 86.5 < 87.3, , 84.2' . 86.0
12. Funk G-llA 80.2 87.7 83.0' 83.6
Average 85.5 91.1 93.8 90.1
Ob.lectives of experiment ' ^ _
1. To determine the way in which corn hybrids respond to increased pop- . ~ -
ulation levels. .
2. To determine any interaction that may exist between" hybrids and pop- : LI-" :
ulations.
Description of soil and location
1. Beotia silt loam - a well-drained friable soil on nearly level positions,
developed from lake-laid silts. The experiment was located on the
Redfield Irrigation Farm.
Discussion and interpretation of results
Fertilizer was applied on the experimental site at the rate of 100 lbs. of
nitrogen per acre and disked in prior to planting. The corn was planted
on May 24, thinned to the desired population levels on June 30. Irrigation
water was applied when it was needed.
There were no significant yield differences among the average yields of the
first nine hybrids.
The yield from 10,000 plants per acre was significantly lower than that
obtained firom the 2 higher plant populations.
4 i •
There was no significant interaction between the different hybrids and
populations in this experiment - the differen"t hybrids reacted uniformly
to increased rates of planting.
********
Table 20. Effect of Fertilizer on Yield of Corn and Per Cent Moisture in
iEars at Harvest, Moody Co. 1960 ' . '
Treatment .... . .
lbs/A. Bu/A. % Moisture
TT iTTi of #2 Corn in ears at harvest
N ^2^5
82.5
77.9
76.6
73.3
78.7
79.6
77.3
40.6
41.2
40.1
43.2
39.1
42.3
40.7
Objective of experiment
1. Determine if the application of fertilizer could correct what appeared
to be nutrient deficiency symptoms in the corn plant tissue and increase
its yield. ^ .
Description of soil and location
3tp noiicxT'ijeCi.
1* Moody silt loam - a well-drained soil developed in deep wind-laid silts on a
2% slope. Location - approximately 6 miles northeast of Flandreau (Sl/# of
mi Sec. 36 R44 T107).
• •- •
Cropping history and past management •
. , ' . . t . . iW
This site was summer fallowed the year before the experiment with corn.
Discussion and interpretation of results ':^on/i
The fertilizer was applied in the hill one month after the corn was planted.,*
It was applied by hand with a shuttle type applicator. At this time the plants
were stunted, yellow in color and about 5 inches high. The corn had been
sprayed with 2,4-D.
The added,fertilizer had little or no effect on the appearance of the plants
or on the yield of corn. After the middle of August, the corn began making
good progress. This would lead one to suspect that the cause of restricted
growth was due to something other than a lack of phosphorus or potassium.
As far as nitrogen is concerned, the plants had an abundance of this element
in August when the rapid grovjt '̂ began. In spite of the fact that this site was
fallowed the previous year, there is considerable possibility that a nitrogen
deficiency occurred some time during the growing season. The plowed layer may
have been high in available nitrogen, but this nitrogen is positionslly un
available ioi periods when the surface soil is dry. Previous experiments with
several crops has indicated that additions of phosphorus when nitrogen is
inadequate can easily depress" yields. There is in this experiment, also, a
trend for the 20 and 40 pound phosphorus additions to depress yields.
.X
Other possibilities suggested to explain this unusual situation are nitrate • *
toxicity and spray damage. -
•
.d
Table 21. Effect of Fertilizer on Yield of Corn in Davision Co. 1960
Treatment lbs/A.
N ^2^ K,0
.1. 0 0 0
2. 66 0 0
3. 0 45 0
4. 0 • 0 60
5. 66 45 0
6. 66 0 ' 60
7. 0 45 60
8. 67 46 60
Objective of experiment
Bushels of #2 Corn per acre
Site 1 Site 2
'^28
32
33
32
•* 'J «-l
'.! a oC
.1
1. .Determine response of corn to different fertilizer rates and^ratios. '
" . • . • » ' A • .i. ^ ^
ai cmc:! iqyj lioa oK ^ *30
E^scriotion of soil and locatipn
•Site 1 and site 2 were both Houdek loams. These are Gained soils "
veloped from calcareous till of Mankato 39®* Site 1 was approximately 6
miles southwest of Mitchell and site 2 about 3 miles south of Mitchell.
Cropping history and past management • -
Site 1 - corn and oats with no fertilizer or legume for 10 years •
Site 2 - *59, corn + sweet clover plowad down^ *58 oats + sweet clover with '
manure on the oats, *57 corn, *56 oats, *55 corn + 100 # of 0-46-0.
Another fertilizer field trial was initiated on a Wessington sandy loam just I
south of Mitchell, however, too few ears developed to warrant sampling and'-
apparently there were no differences in yield due to fertilizer treatments.
' . . ... -♦"'i
Discussion and interpretation of results n'
No significant yield increases were obtained on the fertilized plots.
\ : obt. ebl
' V \Ti:j no 10
, ..'"n OICO'I..: boon
OUTLYING EXPERIMENTS
WITH 0 A T S 1 9 6 0
Table 22. Effect of Fertilizer on Yield of Oats in Davison and Bennett County
1960
9. 40
10. 60
Treatment
lbs/A.
^2%
45 60
d 6
46 60
2.fVfi
Yield in Bushels Per Acre
Davison Co. Davison Co. Bennett Co.
Site 1 Site 2
Objective of experiment
- -o • 0 ,e-
1. Determine the response to different fertilizer rates and ratios, q
Description of soils and locations
'd .
1. Davison Co. site 1 - Cresbard-Bonilla silt loam - a complex developed in
friable loamy glacial till. The Cresbard has a slightly developed clay *5,
pan.. Location about 3 miles west of Ethan._
2. Davison Co. site 2 - Houdek sandy loam - a well-drained soil developed ~j
glacial till. Locationmile north of Lopmis. iV . r
3. Bennett Co. - a residual silt loam soil located about 5 miles northwest
of Martin. No soil type name is available.
-25-
Cropplnq history and past management • >0 nosxtf arno'J' o
^~i •' •-•'.i.r' •) c
!• Davison Co. site 1 - 1959 corn for silage, '58 sweet croveT""se"?d,' *^57 oats
+ sweet clover, '56 fallow, '55 small grain, '54 corn. No commercial
fertilizer or manure was used prior to 1960.
2. Davison Co. site 2 - 1959 corn, 1958 oats, 1957 oats'^'nd .1956 alfalfa - .
(for 10 years). , , '
V {;•
3. Bennett Co. - unknown. r r-
•r Oi'- Ot,
• < r>L
Discussion and interpretation of results
In Davison County, yields of oats were increased at both sites by applications
of phosphorus. Nitrogen and potassium did not increase yields at site 1 while
at site 2 nitrogen increased the yield and potassium did not.
In Bennett County, the fertility in the soil was evidently sufficient for the'^
plants at the level of production dictated by the climatic conditions that
prevailed. •
Table 23. Fertilization of Irrigated Oats for Hay, Fall River Co..1960 -
Treatment
lbs/A.
Xi '£.» ./ijiv." i..
.i i 2 J.£ ..T r • 5;.CX''
... njvwc: o-'i.
Oat hay tons/A.
at 15% moisture
N P2S. K^p
0 0 0
60 0 0
0 40 0
0 0 . .... 60
60 40 * 0
60 0 60
0 40 60
60 40 60
[ j ^c' r;G
•O-OS-di' lo
2.15
2.29
1.95
2.19
•2.01
2.12
2,21
1.89
•. -• pnXqqo:^
i'pil r, r.xiv.? naoo - rd
' '-.•"csirj - dCCl
'. .tf'.tsrgio't f: ;.>r;6 nolgatca lU
Objective of experiment , V : ' ''
^ X '.; " . £ ..•GTi.'Oa ''fCi J'TB1. To determine if maximum production of small grain is being pbtained['ij.f|o2'
under irrigation on the Angostura Irrigation Project. .n;^odqaoriq
Description of soil and location : asw ar&o odT
A loamy sand on the Kenneth Rutter Farm, abopt 7 m|;les northeast of Oral'̂ pj.^ ?
.' • '-Gx "id od
Discussion and interpretation of results
The fertilizer was disked in prior to planting. Due to the shortage of irriga
tion water, the experiment did not receive adequate irrigation water for
maximum growth.
There were no significant yield increases due to fertilizer treatments under
the conditions of this experiment.
Table 24. Comparison of Ammonium Nitrate to Urea as a Source of Nitrogen on Oats
in Grant Co. 1960
Fertilizer Treatment
lbs/A. Oats . t
N ^2S K^O Source of Nitrogen Bu/A.
0 0 0 None 56.8
20 40 0 Ammonium nitrate 57.0 C'
30 40 0 Ammonium nitrate 58.7
40 40 0 Ammonium nitrate 58.8
20 40 0 Urea 61.8
30 40 0 Urea 60.6
40 40 0 Urea ' 61.3
0 40 0 None ' 72.5 -- , i .•
CMpjectives of experiment t
' -> I ti-iC-]
1. Compare ammonium nitrate to urea as a source of nitrogen. , • il-v."iq
2. Determine the optimum fertilizer rate and ratio. •. , i - t v . . r
Description of soil and location
Beadle silt loam - a glacial till derived soil with a firm subsoil on nearly
level topography. Some areas in the experimental site had a moderately
developed clay pan. Location - about 8 miles south of Miibank.
Cropping history and past management
In 1959 - corn with a light application of manure, 1958
corn, 1956 - small grain with 100 lbs/A. of 16-20-0.
Discussion and interpretation of results
- small grain, 1957^
The fertilizer was broadcasted on the surface when the oats was -J- to 1 inch
high in the 1- to 2-leaf stage. It was an attempt to measure by yield res
ponse any possible losses of nitrogen that may have occurred from the diff-
erent sources. The surface 6 inches of soil had a pH of 6.1, was very low
in soluble salts, very high in exchangeable potassium, and low in available
phosphorus.
The oats was lodged severely in most plots at harvest time. As a result, the
error term was rather large in the analysis of variance. Consequently no sign
ificant differences between treatments were obtained. However, there appeared
to be a response to phosphate.
•xoi 'r-vj
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Table 25. Residual Effect of Fertilizer oa the Yield of Oats, "iurner Co.
1960
-oO nwoii
Fertilizer treatment on the corn which preceded the
test crop oats.
Source of nitrogen Time of
application
1. Cbntrol, blanket application of P
2. 40 lbs N/a. Calcium nitrate
3. 40 lbs N/a. Ammonium sulfate
4. 40 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate
5. 40 lbs n/a. Ammonium sulfate
6. 80 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate
7. 80 lbs n/a. Ammonium sulfate
8. "80 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate
9. 80 lbs n/a. Ammonium sulfate
10. 40 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate
11. 40 lbs n/a. Ammonium sulfate
12. 80 lbs n/a. Calcium nitrate
13. 80 lbs n/a. Ammonium sulfate
14. Check*0-0-0
Objective of experiment
fall 1958
fall 1958
spring 1959
spring 1959
fall 1958
/ fall 1958
spring 1959
spring 1959
sidedress 1959
sidedress 1959
sidedress 1959
sidedress 1959
Oats
Bu/A,
67.8
77.1
79.1
68.1
77.3
81.2
81.7
78.2
76.5
77.7
78.7
77.5
84.4
66.1
1. Measure the residual effect on yield of oats ^rom fertilizers applied for
the preceding corn crop.
Description of soil and location
The soil at this site was well-drained. It was developed in silts on nearly^
level topography. The location was mile north and 1 mile east of Centerville.
ist manaqemeni
See table 1 under outlying experiments with corn, 1959.h no
Discussion land interpretation of results
There appeared to be some increases in oats yield due to the residual carry over
on the fertilized plots. This was not significant at the 5^ confidence level.
-iiij ;K;
niz-fjj .,,d. cu'4 £ ic ar.'e .j;-: vcj-hoiiqqw asw •cincmrax; auoibviins -oriT
♦•xebnu.. bev/oXq br£ bxisd yd a.OB'fxaz Ixoa Oii) r.c bcrjSoobtvO'id ?Fwv
tj nj'Av; v<!ob u ••o..vo;.q lor-m yd-eooHL-a vKij- no baxXqqs
.Hirb aea xq-ynoq
OUTLYING EXPERIMENTS
.0.- / WITH WHEAT , ^
1 9 6 0 - -
Table 26. Influence of Source of Nitrogen ®n Yield of Spring Vtfheat in Brown Co.
1960
Fertilizer
lbs/A.
N
1. 0 0 0
2. 0 45 0
3. 30 0 0
4. 60 0 0
5. 30 45 0
6. 60 45 0
7. 30 0 0
8. 60 0 0
9. 30 45 0
10. 60 45 0
11. 30 45 0
12. 60 45 0
Source of
Nitrogen
Yield in bushels per acre
Brown Go. - Brown Co.
Site 1 Site 2
none 21.5 19.3
none 25.1 21.9
Anhydrous Acranonia 24.6 18.0
Anhydrous Ammonia 22.8 . 19.0
Anhydrous Ammonia 25.9 17.4
Anhydrous Ammonia 27.7 21.8
Uran 23.3 16.2
Uran 23.7 19.6
Uran 26.1 21.1
Uran 28,0 18.0
Ammonium nitrate 27.3 18.7
Ammonium nitrate 27.9 22.4
2.5 4.3L.S.D. at 5% point
Objective of experiments
1» Compare 3 sources of nitrogen for increasing yields of wheat
2. Compare effect of different fertilizer rates and ratios.
Description of soils and location
»• '".nt »£
Beotia silt loam was the soil type at both locations. This is a well-drained
soil developed from lacustrine silts on level topography.
Location site 1 - on the Earl Ruden farm northwest of Groton (NE-^ of Sec. 3 T123
R61).
Location site 2 - on the Gene- Zoellner farm west of Grotoa (NW^ of Sec. 21 T123
E61).
Croppinq history and past manaqement
'Site 1 - 1959 oats, *58 corn, '57 wheat, '56 oats. No manure or comrriexcial ,
fertilizer was used on any of the above crops.
Site 2 - 1959 corn for silage, *58 flax and wheat, '57 oats, '56 wheat. No
manure or commercial fertilizer was used on the above crops.
Discussion and interpretation of results
The anhydrous ammonia was applied by means of a plow under attachment. Uran
was sprayed on the surface and plowed under the same day» The ammonium nitrate
was broadcasted on the soil surface by hand and plowed under. The phosphate also
was applied on the surface by hand and plowed under. Seeding was done with a
pony-press drill.
Each fertilizer treatment covered an area. 330' x -14*: which amounts to approxi/flate-
ly 1/10 of an acre. Each treatment was repeated 4 times.
The wheat was cut with a 14 foot swather and harvested with a combine*
At site 1 - there was a highly significant yield response to the fertilizer
treatments* There was a close similarity in yields from the different sources
of nitrogen at corresponding rates .and ratios..
At site 2 - the yields were not significantly increased by the fertilizer treat
ments. •
Table 27. Influence of Fertilizer on "Yield of. Spring Wheat 1960 r- • w
Treatment
• ""lbs/A.
N -PjO^
"Method of •—^
application
. Yield In bushels per acre
Harding. Co.i Bennett Co.•
1. 0 0 0 None mm mm 23
2. 30 0 0 H broadcast after seeding. 12
3. 30 15* 0 N broadcast after seeding 18 ' ^ '• •• • ^
4. 30 30* 0 N broadcast after seeding 19 mmmm
5. 30 45* 0 N broadcast after seeding ' to ro *' t' •
6. 30 60* 0 N broadcast after seeding- 18 ••••
7. -20 0 0 broadcast & disked in l.'vnc:-:: • . c - 24 .
8. 40 0 0 broadcast & disked in • .. u/ir; \o .V-., 25 •
9. 60 0 0 broadcast & disked in 28
.rtSEC' h~:- v
* was applied by drilling with the seed. , eit:o -
Objectives of experiments '.t ! ~
1. Evaluate the practice of applying small quantities of phosphate dpv^ thert
spout with the seed on soil that had been summer fa 11
2. Determine the best rate of nitrogen application. , cu.^or.c(aon9
Description of soils and locations i o;i.r
Harding Co. site - Morton silt loam - a well-drained soil developed from upper
cretaceous sediments. Location - about 2 miles northv;est of Ralph. '•
Bennett Co. site - a sandy soil located about 2 miles northwest of Harrington.
Croppinq history and past management • ^
,
Harding Co. site - the wheat followed summer fallow. Ho manure or commercial
fertilizer was used. Bennett Co. site - the usual sequence was summer fallow
every third year, followed by wheat, then a small grain other than wheat.
Discussion and interpretation of results
Harding Co. site - a very definite increase in wheat yield was obtained on
fallowed ground by appling 15 lbs of per acre doi-vn the spout with the seed.
Higher rates of P gave no additional increase.
Bennett Co. site - no significant yield increases were obtained on the plots
receiving nitrogen applications.
Table 28. Effect of Fertilizer and Method of Application on Yield of Spring
Wheat in Clark Co. 1960
Fertilizer
treatment lbs/A.
N P.O.
0 0
20 40
20 40
40 20
40 20
40 0
Method of
application
None
broadcast & disked in
with seed
broadcast & disked, in
with seed • ' ' ^
with seed
with seed
Yield in
bu/A.
T xS J h
-adsT
Objectives of experiment
1. Compare broadcast fertilizer applications to those applied with the seed.
2. Compare different rates of fertilizer application with these 2 methods.
Description of soil and location "
Vienna loam - a well-drained soil developed from glacial till. Location - about
miles north of Vienna.
dropping history an< manaqemc
1959 - oats (aphids ruined this crop in early summer ). The land was then
summer fallowed, 1958 - corn, 1957 - small grain. No manure or commercial
fertilizer was used for several years preceding the experiment-. - •
. r
Discussion and interpretation of results
Phosphorus alone gave a substantial yield increase. Nitrogen alone had no bene
ficial influence on yield. Extremely hot weather occurred just as the wheat was
maturing. The wheat in plots receiving phosphate was a little further advanced
than those receiving nitrogen alone and therefore suffered less damage by the
surge of hot weather. The extra nitrogen supply in the soil due to the fallow
treatment in 1959 was evidently sufficient to meet the requirements of the
barley in 1960.
At the lower rate of phosphate application, placing it with the seed was more
effective for increasing yield than broadcasting it on the surface and disking
it in.
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Table 29. Effect of Fel-tiii^er oh Yield of Bafiey'1%0 ^ .OS sXds"
Fertilizer
treatment lbs/A.
N P2O5 K^O
Method of
application Davison Co. Perfcins Co. Corson Co.
If 0' 0 0 • None ' •47 ~ ^ _
2. 66 0 0 broadcast & disk in 41 y
3. 0 45 " 0 broadcast & disk in 51 '•
4. 0 • 0 60 ; broadcast & disk in 43 0;; 8
5. 66 •45 0 broadcast & disk in 50 -f'' -- Oil • Of t''
6. 66 0 60 broadcast 8. disk in 47 ; 0^' Of e
7. 0 45 60 broadcast & disk in 55 •^ 0 0^ ... d
8. 67 46- 60 broadcast & disk in * 51 • 0 — 0^ 0 ... t-
9.' 30 b Q N broadcast after seeding ™'35
—
10. 30 15* 0 N broadcast after seeding -- • 49.
11. 30 30* 0 N broadcast after seeding -- '23 49
12. 30 45* 0 .1 • N broadcast after seeding ••fi 23 54-
13. 30 . 60* 0 N broadcast after seeding — 22 47
* P was applied by-drilling with the seed. - . . . >
^ 'i''
Ob.iectives of experiment - - .
' • ; • • ' . ;; i-na OTucUnhii^ •
1. Ctimpare effect of different fertilizer rates and ratios. f'̂ ox.vEwCi- .lAxd
2. Evaluate practice of applying small amounts of phosphorus "vifith tne seed
on summer fallowed land. v ,
Description of soils and location - -
Davison Co. - Bonilla silt loam - a moderately well-drained soil derived from •
glacial till. Location - about 5 miles west of Ethan.
Perkins Co. - a sandy soil located about 3 miles west of Lemmon.
Corson Co. - a moderately well-drained silt loam located ^ mile east of Thunder
Hawk.
Cropping history and past management ^
The Davison Co. site had corn for silage in 1959, oats in *58, corn in *57
sweet clover for pasture in *56, oats and sweet clover in '55. "No manure or'^ *
commercial fertilizer had been used. ^ •'
The Perkins site was spring plowed wheat stubble. The barley was planted with
a pony-press drill. No fertilizer or manure had been used previously.
The Corson Co. site had summer fallow before the barley.
Discussion and interpretation of results
Both the sites in the 2 northwest counties responded to small applications.of
phosphate drilled with the seed.
In Davison Co. - nitrogen and potassium did not increase yields but phosphate
did give a small increase.
Table 30. Effect of Fertilizer and Method of Application on Yield of. Barley^ i
Brookings Co. 1960
Fertilizer
treatment lbs/A. Method of
N K^O application
Yield in.
bu/A.
I. 0 0 0 None K ; -n;: i 28.2
2. 20 40 0 ^.broadcast & disked in.^o'ld 34.8 •fZ
3. 20 40 0 with seed ; 36.5
4. 40 20 0 broadcast i disked^ io . ? 33.0 ,j.c!
5. 40 20 0 •with seed •> . " 33.5- •'.= v.! « 0
6. 40 0 0 with seed . : . i i :22.2 .•C
7. 0 40 0 with seed 29.8 \d . o
Of: . 9
0^ .01Objectives of experiment . . . . ^:
1. Compare broadcast fertilizer application to those drilled with the seed. ..
2. Compare different rates of fertilizer application with these 2 methods.
Description of soil and location
Kranzburg silt loam - a well-drained soil developed in loess overlying glacial
till. Location - about miles north of Brookings. .
•oppinc :orv an< manaqemeni
-:c • .S
The cropping sequence followed was small grain - row brop, with limited use
of fertility building practices. - s
• .::IV5U
Discussion and interpretation of results
The barley was seeded on May 10. The late planting date probably adverse1^,^"^
affected the yield. JiToO
Nitrogen phosphorus combinations were effective in increasing yields. The'
nitrogen phosphate combinations drilled with the seed did not effectively ,
increase the yield of barley over the broadcast and disk in method. "
The hot weather, just at maturity, injured the barley more in those plots+^^^g
that were delayed by the applications of nitrogen alone.
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Table 31. Effect of .Time of Application of Various Nitrogen Carriers ori Icis'
Grain Yields of Barley in Brookings Co. 1960.
Pounds of•
Nitrogen applied *
0 lbs/A.
40 lbs/A.
40 lbs/A.
40 lbs/A.
-Source of
nitrogen
None.
Uran
Urea
Ammonium nitrate
♦ - • Yield in bushels per acre
Fertilizer Fertilizer
applied before applied after
seeding** seeding***
33.4
37.2
39.0
41.6
30.9
34.9
36.8
36.0
* Blanket application of 30 pounds of P20e broadcast and disked in prior to
seeding on all plots.
** Broadcast and disked prior to seeding
*** Top-dressed after seeding prior to emergence. .. . vi-h *
Obiectives of experiment
r,'j
1. To compare effectiveness of various nitrogen carriers on yield of bafleyr
2. To compare the effect of fertilizer applications by broadcasting before
seeding and after seeding.
Description of soil and location
Kranzburg silt loam - a well-drained soil developed in loess, overlying glacial
till. Location - 8 miles north and mile west of Brookings.
Past management and cropping history
Therabove location has been continuously cropped to" corn alternating with either
.barley'or flax for the past seven years. Alfalfa was Ja st grown seven years
before the experiment. This land had never been fertilized other than applying
phosphate to the alfalfa.
Discussion and interpretation of results
There were no significant differences in yield between nitrogen carriers or ^
between times of application. The fertilizer that was applied before seeding
was incorporated with the soil and appeared to give slightly more respc.nse than
the .top-dressed "after-seeding*' application.
The hot dry weather, that existed during the heading period of development,
apparently restricted the yield response from nitrogen fertilizer. .
yl.. y.jv ani ni
.ncicf
Table 32. Effect of Time and Rate of Application of Top-dressed Nitrogen
(Uran) on Yield of Barley in Brookings Co. 1960
Yield in bushels per acre
Pounds of ' ; Fertilizer applied Fertilizer applied
Nitrogen applied* ' at 3-leaf growth stage at 6-in. growth stage
28.8
31.5
30.8
35.9
34.2
27.0
32.1
32.0
27.6
28.3
L.S.D. at b% point 3.8 ' 4.2
* Blanket application of 30 lbs/A. of broadcast and disked in prior to
seeding on all plots.
Objective of experiment
1. To compare the effect of top-dressing Uran at various stages of growth with
increasing rates of application on the yield of barley.
Description of soil and location
Kranzburg silt loam - a well-drained soil developed in loess overlying glacial
till. Location - 8 miles north and •§• mile west of Brookings.
Past manaoement and cropping history
The above location was continuously cropped to corn alternating with either
barley or flax for the past seven years. Alfalfa was last grown seven years^
before the experiment. This land had never been fertilized other than applying
phosphate to the alfalfa. ...
Discussion and interpretation of results
There was a significant increase in barley yield from various rates of Uran
top-dressed at both the 3-leaf and .6-inch stage of growth.^ All of the
Uran application rates at both stages of growth had a burning effect on leaf
margins and tips that was apparent the day after application. These effects
were temporary with the exception of the 60-and 80-pound application rates
at the 6-inch stage, where the yields were adversely affected.
From these data it appears that Uran applied as a top-dressing should.be done
in the very early stages of growth especially with the heavier rates of applica
tion.
Table 33. Influence of Source of Nitrogen Rates and Ratios of Application
on Yield of Barley in Deuel Co. 1960
Fertilizer lbs/A.
N P2O5 KjO
Source of
nitrogen "io
• A. m
Yield of barley
bu/A.
1. 0 0 0
2. 20 40 0
3. 30 40 0
4. 40. 40 0
5. 20 40 6
6. 30 40 0
7. 40 40 0
8. 0 40 d
None
Ammonium nitrate
Ammonium nitrate
Ammonium nitrate
Urea
Urea
Urea
None i V
A\
13.0
25.6
25.1
27.9
26.0
24.0
28.6
18.7
L.S.D. at 5% point
Objectives of experiment
1. Compare different sources of nitrogen when broadcasted on the surface after
planting and not worked into the soil.
2. Compare different rates and ratios with each of the 2 nitrogen sources, i
Description of soil and location
Kranzburg silt loam - a well-drained soil developed in loess overlying glacial
till. Location - approximately 7 miles southwest of Clear Lake. . c-
:opp?.n( :ory ^nd past manaqemeni
Small grain was grown for 5 years prior to 1960 with no commercial fertilizer
or manure.
Discussion and interpretation of results
The fertilizer was broadcasted on the surface, May 6, 1960. The barley was 1
sprouted but had not emerged.
Highly significant increases were obtained for fertilizer treatments. There^
were practically no differences in yield due to the different sources of .i
nitrogen at any of the three rates used. ue
Phosphorus alone gave a substantial increase in barley at this location.
i t.'-J ,
ho 5
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Table 34. Influence of Phosphate Applied With the Seed on Y^eld of Durum in
Perkins Co.- 1960
Fertilizer treatment
lbs/A. .Method of
application^2^ K2O
0 0
15* 0
30* 0
45* 0
60*—-_„.o
N broadcast after seeding
N broadcast after seeding
N broadcast after seeding
N broadcast after seeding
60* .0 ~-• N-broadcast a fter seeding
Durum
bu/A. {V
11
14 ^
14 '
11
U
:jt/ar-v.^.ta-?cdO
* P 0 was applied by drilling with the seed.
2 5
. -'c' -ojxooLr .1
Ih>.''xow ion hns pr.jcinftf'qObjective of experiment
1. Evaluate the practice of applying- a small amount of phosphate down the .c;
spout with the seed on fallowed soil.
Descriotion of soil and location
This site was on a bottom:soil aloh^ a creek; vThe texture was a silt ioam^a^^
the location was about 5 miles southwest of Lemmon.
^roppinq history and past mana(ttJ-owx r , . . iX "'fHS
Summer fallow preceded the test crop durum. Very limited use was made of"
fertility building practices. . ,,.,^5.-
Discussion and interpretation of results j - .1.
The apparent: yield increase due to phosphate at this site was not statistically
significant at the b% confidence level* The other 3 experiments of type
(barley in Perkins, barley in Corson and spring wheat in Harding Co.) all re
sulted in a significant yield increase in I960 in favor of the phosphorus .
treatment.
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An experiment invblving the•application of fertllizef fpr flax with the
seed was started in 1960. No yields were taken sn no table is presented.
The fertilizer treatments were 20-40-0; 40-20-0; 40-0-0; and 0-40-0.
There were 2 methods of application. (1) Broadcast and disked in (2) down
the spout with the seed. The seeding and fertilizing were" completed
on May 10, 1960. The plot location was about 1-J- miles north of Vienna.
There were no-apparent differences between the check plots and the plots •
receiving broadcast-fertilizer... This site was summer fallowed the previous
year due to a failure of the oats crop. . .
However, there was a striking difference between broadcast plots and those
plots fertilized with the seed»• Where nitrogen was applied -with the seed the
stand was nearly obliterated in most cases, lihere phosphorus was applied
with the seed the stand was injured but not as severely as-with the nitrogen •
treatment with the seed. ,, , .-t
• . ' ' * • 0
ZJ ZOC\l
On the other hand, an experiment at the Vi/atertown research farm resulted
in damage to the flax stand one year in the past 4 due to fertilizer ^
applications with the seed. . .
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OUTLsViNG EXPERIMENTS
WITH ALFALFA AND
NATIVE GRASSES
Table 35. Effect of F-^rtilizer on Yields of Alfalfa Under Irrigation on the
Angostura Irrigation Project 1960
Fertilizer
treatment lbs/A.
N Vs K^o 2nd cutting 1st cutting
1. 0 0 0 1.32 2.09
2. 30 0 0 1.39 1.89
3. 0 100 0 1.41 2.19
4. 0 0 250 1.35 "2,09
5. 30 100 0 1.84 . 1.94
6. 30 0 250 1.58 1.98
7. 0 100 250 1.62 2.24
8. 30 100 250 1-.35 2.07
Yield in Tons Per Acre at 15% Moisture
Location 1 Location 2 Location 2
tti 2nd cutting
1.26
0.94
1.16
1.12
0.95
0.94
1.20
0;95
Objective of experiment
1. To determine if maximum yields of alfalfa are being obtained under
irrigation on the Angostujra Irrigation Project. joXq
Description of soils and location . '
"*•' *' " ' •••• -vya ttfiv uJXW
Location 1 - a sandy loam located near C^l in Fall River Co.
Location 2 - a sandy clay loam located near Oral in Fall River Co.
Cropping history and past management 1" '̂
• " sO :lA
The fertilizer was broadcasted on established alfalfa stands. x-t-TMo
Discussion and interpretation of results
Due to the shortage of irrigation water, the experiments did not receive adequate
irrigation water for maximum growth. For this reason only the cuttings listed
in table 35 were taken.
There were no significant differences in yield due to fertilizer except in the
second cutting in location 2. For this cutting the treatments that contained
nitrogen significantly reduced yields of alfalfa. No explanation for this
decrease in yield is offered at this time.
- ' .'•-..-.i.p. -.jr .. ^ ib, -VS
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Table 36« Effect of Fertilizer on Alfalfa in DeUei;Co. I960..'
Fertilizer -
treatments lbs/A.
N PjOj K^O
%P
in leaves
%k: /.
in leaves
1st cutting
lbs/A. .
1. 0 0 0 0,155 1.358 - . 1484
2. 0 0 60 . 0.159 1.185 1697
3. 0 60 0 0,202 1.111 1938
- - f :>
4. 0 60 30 0.224 0.997 2368
5. 0 60 60 0.208 . 1.184 • 2449
6. 0 60 120 0.217 1.309 2244
7. 0 30 60 0.212" • 1.181 03 2093
8'. 0 120 60 • 0.228 „ 0..943 2461, . . .
Objective of experiment
1« To determine the effect of phosphate and potash applications on the yield
of alfalfa and to obtain field data for soil test correlation purposes.
Description of soil and location
The soil was well-drained and developed from a water re-worked glacial till.
There were lenses of gravel occurring in the profile. Location - about 3
miles northwest of Clear Lake (NV^ of SE:|- Sec. 4 R49 T115). ^
:ory and past manaqemeni
, X .'OIy'
The fertilizer was applied on the 17th of July 1959 to a new seeding of
alfalfa which was planted with flax. The alfalfa yields reported in table-^.^
36 were harvested on June 28, 1960.
Discussion and interpretation of results
Yields were limited because of the dry weather in 1959 and early I960.
The summer growth was so restricted that no second cutting was made.
^ . t- . Wi isbneifi
There was a yield response to both phosphate and potash. C xO teoS
•v.oij t:'i.rqqG
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Table 37« Effect of Mitrogen and Rov>/ Spacing on Hative Grass Sead Production
Under Irrigation 1960
Slender wheat
Slender wheat
Slender wheat
western wheat
''Vestern wheat
'Western wheat
Averages
Objectives of experiment
Yield in Pounds Per Acre of Cleaned
• 364> - 217
380
381
401 -387
104
162
201 155
1. To test the seed yielding capacity of various grass species and to compare
the adaptability of these grasses to irrigation farming for seed production,
2» To study the effects of variously spaced rows upon grass seed production.
3. To determine the effects of nitrogen fertilization upon grass seed production.
4. To determine the interaction of species, row spacing and nitrogen fertility.
Description of soil and location
Beotia silt loam - a well-drained soil on nearly level topography, developed*
from glacial lakebed sediments. Location - Redfield Irrigation Farm. 'Us
' <•*&
^roppinc iiory and past manaqemeni
The grasses were planted in June 1957". The plots were split in the fall of
1959 and 3 levels of nitrogen (0, 40 and 80 lbs/A.) v;ere applied.
Slender wheat grass yielded over twice as much seed as the western wheat grass.
Seed yields of slender wheat gjass were not appreciably increased by the
nitrogen applications.
With western wheat grass, the 40 and 80 lb nitrogen rates increased the seed
yields significantly over that of the check but there was no significant
difference between the 40 and 80 lb rates.
The 9-inch row spacings produced the best yields throughout the experiment.
